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mod·el
ˈmädl/

noun

1. a three-dimensional representation of a person or 
thing or of a proposed structure, typically on a 
smaller scale than the original.

2. a system or thing used as an example to follow or 
imitate.



ModelGarnier Opera



Woodhouse Tinucci ArchitectsBurnham Memorial



mod·el
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noun

1. a three-dimensional representation of a person or 
thing or of a proposed structure, typically on a 
smaller scale than the original.

2. a system or thing used as an example to follow or 
imitate.



http://www.teradamokei.jp/en/about/Terada Mokei

...we don't think of "models" as replacements, but rather a product that represents, in a positive 
manner, values or points-of-view different from the actual object.



http://www.teradamokei.jp/en/about/Terada Mokei

...those models which are low on elements and leave room for the imagination give birth 
to 'reality'. The 1/1 scale human eye can appreciate models. This is where scaling 
mediates, by using your imagination to compensate between you and the difference in 
model scaling



Exhibition Hall, KuwaitOMA
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Woodhouse Tinucci ArchitectsYoung Building



tool
/to ͞ol/

noun

1. a device or implement, especially one held in the 
hand, used to carry out a particular function.
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Jongyoun Jungsketch MODEL



frame·work
ˈfrāmˌwərk/

noun

1. a basic structure underlying a system, concept, or 
text.



James CornerTaking Measures Across the American Landscape



Sou FoujimotoSerpentine Pavilion
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step 1

1. Collect the facts.
2. Be specific.



Chew MeeKoonUrban Site Model



Leslie RobinsonDes Moines, Iowa (transit, landmarks, parkland)





step 2

1. Interrogate
2. Establish tactics, rules, controls.
3. Develop dialogue with model.



Build Lines



Swarm ArchitectureSingle building as vessel, fragmentation, networks



Andrea de BerrySite Analysis Model





layers of history, time



Constant NieuwenhuysNew Babylon



Constant NieuwenhuysNew Babylon



step 3

1. Think operationally.  Develop actions that you 
can pursue and model as a method of 
exploration. 

2. Abstract as a means of establishing focus, 
not blurring it. 

3. Develop a catalog or index of potentials 
through investigation. 

4. Build understanding and criteria authentically.



Jeremy AlfordPassage, transit, layering, isolating, overlapping 
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Jeremy AlfordPassage, transit, layering, isolating, overlapping  



Chris French & Stuart MackellarWarsaw, Poland (density, direction, exchange, opposition, shift)
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Chris French & Stuart MackellarWarsaw, Poland (density, direction, exchange, opposition, shift)



itCH studioMonument in Fertile Country
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itCH studioMonument in Fertile Country







Chris CorneliusUWM Milwaukee Harbor Analysis 



Patterns for Head Start FacilitiesPreston Scott Cohen



Jubilee Church (Competition Entry) 1996Eisenman



Sol LewittAmsterdam (removal)



OMAParc de la Villette (layering, section, adjacency)



OMAParc de la Villette (layering, section, adjacency)
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